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Lenten wonderings
What is the foundational ministry
of rapidly growing churches?
According to church growth expert
George Barna, it is prayer.
Everything about these churches is
built upon and infused with prayer.
Many of us in declining
congregations look askance at the
church growth movement, and
certainly Lutherans have legitimate
concerns about some expressions
of it. Yet to write off rapidly
growing churches as shallow or as
tailoring their ministries to the
lowest common denominator is
just plain wrong.

The strongest factor in
the decision of a visitor to
return for worship is the
prayer life of the
congregation. And why
not? Church is about
God, and visitors who
experience the reality of
God are the ones who will
be motivated to return.

Barna has indicated that the
strongest factor in the decision of a
visitor to return for worship is the
prayer life of the congregation. And
why not? Church is about God, and
visitors who experience the reality
of God are the ones who will be
motivated to return. Of course the
opposite is also true: the experience
of God’s reality will also generate
the greatest resistance from those
who refuse His call. All we need is
to witness the media attacks on
Christians who actually believe the
Gospel is true.
I have watched the observance of
Lent degenerate in my lifetime. Ash
Wednesday and Maundy Thursday
were behind only Christmas and
Easter for attendance in my
childhood church, and crowds
gathered for Wednesday Lenten
Vespers. We didn’t have to join
with others for community services;
those churches were full too. Now
in most places Lent seems to be
little more than a technique to give
up a bad habit briefly or to lose a
few pounds.
What if we recaptured the vision
of Lent as a time of prayer, fasting,
almsgiving, and spiritual discipline

I have watched the
observance of Lent
degenerate in my
lifetime… to be little
more than a technique to
give up a bad habit briefly
or to lose a few pounds.
preparing us to hear the glorious
message of God’s salvation on
Good Friday and Easter? What if a
group of members in each of our
churches would commit to faithful
prayer for renewal in the congregation and across our continent?
A congregation in another
denomination was declining. A
dear saint loved her church, and
with sorrow she began to ask God
what the problem was. He showed
her that the pastor was a good,
sincere person but a terrible
preacher. So the lady began to
come to the worship service half an
hour early every Sunday to pray for
the pastor and the sermon.

(Continued on page 2)
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Lenten wonderings
(Continued from page 1)

Others noticed her and were
curious, so she explained what she
was doing. Some joined her, and
a strange thing happened. The
sermons began to improve, and the
church started to grow.
I wonder what would happen
if those in a congregation who
complain about their pastor would
devote that time and energy to
praying for the pastor, teachers,
and other leaders. I wonder what
would happen if we would pray
fervently and faithfully for our
denominational leaders. I wonder

what would happen if we all
identified one or two unchurched
relatives, friends, or co-workers and
began praying daily for them.

out of our homes, our churches,
and our lives.
Sisters and brothers, let us pray.

But I lie. I don’t wonder what
would happen at all. I know what
would happen. I know that the God
who is not willing that any should
perish would begin to act with
power in the lives both of those
prayed for and of those praying.
What I do wonder is, what is
holding us back? Many condemn
Madalyn Murray O’Hair for taking
prayer out of our schools, but she is
not responsible for taking prayer

Pr. Steve Shipman, director of
Lutheran CORE, can be reached
at sshipman@lutherancore.org or
570-916-7780.

Lutheran CORE Convocation

August 6

Sheraton
Station Square
Hotel
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Lutheran CORE Theological Conference
“On Being the Church in
These Precarious Times”

August 6-7
Speakers:
Carl Braaten
James Nestingen
Frank Senn
Stephan Turnbull
Sarah Hinlicky Wilson
David Yeago
Nathan Howard Yoder

North American Lutheran Church
Convocation

August 8-9
More information available on lutherancore.org and thenalc.org or call 888-551-7254.
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The digital environment: Not a “virtual world,”
but the daily experience of a billion people
Lutheran CORE into social media “big time”
Lutheran CORE welcomes Pr. Eric Swensson as our social media consultant, developing
our Twitter and Facebook initiatives. Here, Pr. Swensson reflects on the importance of
digital media for the Church and Lutheran CORE. Please “like” the new Facebook page for
Lutheran CORE for news and helpful musings at http://www.facebook.com/LutheranCORE.
Do we need to be on Facebook
and Twitter? My wife thinks I go on
Facebook because I like it. I tell her
that she does not understand. You
may not get it either. You may have
a Facebook account—and even log
in from time to time to see what
your friends are saying—and you
still haven’t appreciated the potential
of Facebook for ministry. If you
did, you would go there every day
like you go to work. And you
would share—seriously share—
the Good News.
Share what? Share ministry tips
for one thing. Share the most
interesting thing that was said in
Bible Study. Share (and here I do
hope you are listening), please
regularly share things we post on
https://www.facebook.com/Lutheran
CORE. Our closed group will
continue for discussion of practical
ministry issues. We hope you realize
the potential our page holds for
going viral. It may be the first time
that a person becomes aware of who
we are and what we do.
And I do mean share. It is nice
that you “Like” it, but we need you
to click on “Share” so that your

friends and family and church people
see it as well.

thereby have another way Lutheran
CORE is yoked together. Thank you!

Do you need to be on Facebook
and Twitter?
Well, everyone is using these
media, and even the Pope Emeritus,
for one, says we absolutely should!
Wrote the pontiff, “The digital
environment is not a parallel or
purely virtual world, but is part of the
daily experience of many people,
especially the young. Social networks
are the result of human interaction,
but for their part they also reshape the
dynamics of communication which
builds relationships...”
An article about Christians using
social media says that if the 86-yearold pontiff can do it, the rest of us do
not have much of an excuse (“Author
cheers Pope’s ‘flurry’ of social media
outreach”; Catholic News Agency).
But as Lutherans, we know we
don’t need the Pope’s imprimatur to
recognize that Twitter and Facebook
are good things. You need to be on
social media if you want to be heard
by young people. Use social media,
share our posts and tweets and

Rev. Eric Jonas Swensson works
with the Institute of Lutheran
Theology in marketing, development
and international theological
education. The owner of Sound Shore
Media, a business specializing in
using social media for marketing, he has
been using the web to connect with
people evangelistically for fifteen
years. A historian and a writer, Pr.
Swensson is the author of A Year in
Tyr , as well as Kinderbeten: The
Origin, Unfolding, and Interpretations of the Silesian Children's
Prayer Revival. He can be reached at
ejswensson@gmail.com or
914.235.0361
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Heaven, Hell,...and Purgatory?
The Annual Pro Ecclesia Conference for Clergy and Laity
Sponsored by the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology
(founded by Carl E. Braaten and Robert W. Jenson)

Speakers include:
Paul Griffiths – Duke University
Isabel Moreira – University of
Utah
David Yeago – Columbia, SC
Victor Lee Austin – St. Thomas
Episcopal Church, NYC
Jerry Walls – Houston Baptist
University
Ralph Wood – Baylor University

Banquet Speaker:
Joseph Small – Office for
Worship and Theology,
Presbyterian Church USA
(retired)

June 10 – 12, 2013
Loyola University, Baltimore, Maryland
The final end of humanity and the universe is a subject of perennial
interest, especially for Christians. What are we promised? How does that
promised end relate to history? Will anyone finally be left out of God’s
intentions to bless humanity? What sort of transformation will be needed
to enter the presence of God?
You are cordially invited to the annual Pro Ecclesia Conference
sponsored by the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology in
Baltimore, MD. This year the topic is “Heaven, Hell, . . . and Purgatory?”
The theme will be explored from a variety of perspectives, representing a
variety of Christian traditions.
The conference begins at 7:00 pm EST on Monday evening on the
campus of Loyola University Maryland in Baltimore and concludes at
noon on Wednesday, June 12, 2013. A very strong line-up of speakers
should make for interesting discussion.
Register online or by mail by printing out a registration form. Each
registration option gives information about on-campus housing.

CENTER FOR
CATHOLIC AND
EVANGELICAL
THEOLOGY
For more information,
contact:
Michael Root
202-680-9979
ccet@comcast.net

We are very interested in bringing students into the conversation and
are offering a steeply discounted student registration. If you know of
interested students, please pass this along.

Conference cost (including banquet): $250
Retired clergy: $210
Students: $115

We hope you can be with us!
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MissionConnect: Vietnamese Ministry of Reformation
Lutheran Church – Westminster, California
The Lutheran CORE Steering Committee seeks to remind congregations of the challenge that Lutheran CORE
and the NALC make to member congregations to support one local and one international mission partner.
This article continues the narrative of congregations that are making this kind of direct mission connection.
Valley, California. After the
The city of Westminster,
ELCA Churchwide Assembly
California, was at least 30%
in August 2009, Bishop Tran
Vietnamese in 2009 and “Little
left his secure position and the
Saigon” was just down the
ELCA congregation. He gave
street from Reformation
up a full-time salary, benefits,
Lutheran Church. Thus it was
and a car allowance when he
only natural that then-pastor,
came to Reformation Lutheran,
Russell Lackey, was looking
which officially joined the
for ways to begin a ministry to
NALC on July 3, 2011.
the Vietnamese community,
but he didn’t know where to
Bishop Tran brought a vital and
start. The first thing he did was
Reformation Lutheran Church in Westminster, Calif., varied ministry that was already in
to ask his congregation to begin
the location of Bishop Van Tran’s Vietnamese ministry. place to Reformation Lutheran, and
praying to God to help them
it continues to grow to this day. “The
find ways to reach out to that particular
Bishop Tran attended a Southern
Vietnamese ministry at Reformation is
ethnic community. Late that year,
Baptist seminary and was ordained as a
important because of our location to the
Bishop Van Tran, a Vietnamese
Baptist pastor in 1994. He learned about
Vietnamese people in the Orange
Lutheran pastor, knocked on the
Lutheran doctrine from a friend who was
County area,” says Bishop Tran. “We
church’s door to ask Pastor Lackey if his
a Lutheran Vietnamese pastor, and he
have a strong presence in our
congregation could hold worship
decided to attend Pacific Lutheran
community, and that gives us the
services at Westminster. As the
Theological Seminary in Berkeley,
opportunity to share the gospel with
congregation was asking God for
California. He served as associate pastor
people who have never heard.”
guidance, the Vietnamese community,
of an ELCA congregation in Fountain
led by a Lutheran pastor, reached out to
Today, over a hundred Vietnamese
them. “How do you say ‘No’ when your
“The Vietnamese ministry at children attend a Vietnamese language
neighborhood comes knocking on your
school every Saturday morning. Their
door?” said Pastor Lackey. “How do
Reformation is important
parents speak very little English, while
you say ‘No’ when God brings you the
because of our location to the the children speak very little
opportunity?”
Vietnamese, so these children are
Vietnamese people in the
learning how to communicate across
Born in Vietnam in October 1950,
Orange
County
area,”
says
generations. Most of the children come
Bishop Tran left his homeland by boat
in 1980 to escape the communist
Bishop Tran. “We have a strong from Buddhist homes, and the
congregation is very happy that this
takeover of 1975. After spending twelve
presence
in
our
community
and
ministry offers a way for the children
days in a very small boat with thirtythat gives us the opportunity to and families to become comfortable
four other people, he and his fellow
with a church setting.
refugees landed in the Philippines.
Sponsored by his sister-in-law, he was
able to come to the United States in 1981.

share the gospel with people
who have never heard.”

(Continued on page 6)
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Vietnamese ministry in Westminster, California
(Continued from page 5)
Since education is very important to
Vietnamese families, Bishop Tran has
also started an after-school tutoring
program that twenty-four Vietnamese
children attend Monday through
Thursday to do their homework and
study for tests. Most of these children,
who range in age from first to tenth
grades, are also Buddhist, so
Reformation congregants involved in
this one-on-one tutoring program see it
as an outstanding opportunity for
Christian witness. Reformation also
offers a full-day tutoring program
during the summer. Last summer
thirteen Buddhist children attended the
congregation’s VBS.
Reformation’s Sunday worship
services serve both the Englishspeaking and the Vietnamese-speaking
communities. Services in English are
held at 8:30 and 11:00 AM. A
Vietnamese service is held at 12:30 PM,
with fellowship before and lunch after.
Every year the congregation
celebrates the Tet Festival, the
Vietnamese Lunar New Year. This year
300 people from both the Vietnamese

community and the
congregation’s English services
gathered together for fireworks,
tons of good food, and
entertainment, including singing
and dancing. For Vietnamese
people red is a lucky color, so
people put money in red
envelopes, which are then given
to the children. Most of the
people who attend are not
Christian, but the pastor opens
Traditional hat dance performed during
the festival with a prayer.

Reformation’s 2012 Tet Festival celebration.

In January 2012, Pastor
Russell Lackey took a call in campus
ministry at Grandview University in
Des Moines, Iowa. Pastor Ian Wolfe
was installed as Reformation’s new
pastor March 10 and looks forward to
continuing this cross-cultural ministry.
Pastor Marv Combs, Dean of the
Southwest Pacific Mission District of
the NALC, is also a Reformation
congregant. Pastor Combs said, “Bishop
Tran has created a great sense of
community for these people. It is
wonderful to have so much going on all
the time.”

Bishop Tran is on the clergy roster
of the NALC, while also serving as
Bishop of the Evangelical
Lutheran Community Church in
Vietnam and America
(ELCCVA). As bishop, he
regularly communicates via
Skype, phone, and email with
two hundred Vietnamese
pastors in both Vietnam and the
United States. The Vietnamese
Lutheran community has held a
number of fundraisers,
including $200,000 they
gathered recently for Hurricane
Vietnamese students from the tutoring program join
Sandy relief in response to
in VBS activities.

requests made on Vietnamese national
television and radio, as well as from the
very large Vietnamese community
throughout the United States. Maren
Pederson, a member of Reformation
Lutheran who is very involved in this
ministry, said, “The Vietnamese
community is very good at supporting
causes and supporting each other.”
Bishop Tran recently traveled to
New York to give the check to the
South Vietnamese community there,
which presented it to New York City
Mayor Michael Bloomberg. The
presentation was televised on Hon Viet
TV (Direct TV).
The Lutheran Vietnamese
congregation is very grateful to St.
Timothy’s Lutheran Church (NALC) in
San Jose, California, that gave a gift of
$22,000 to Reformation Lutheran to
fund a cross-cultural youth director
position to help integrate the young
people from the English-speaking and
the Vietnamese-speaking services.

(Continued on page 7)
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Vietnamese ministry in Westminster, California
(Continued from page 6)
There are many other ways in which
gifts from other individuals and
congregations could enhance this
ministry. One need is funding support
for Bishop Tran’s salary; he has not had
a full-time salary since 2009, when he
came to Reformation Lutheran.
There is also need for funding for
the training of Lutheran pastors in
Vietnam, as well as for translation
work, which would place more of our
Lutheran heritage into their hands.
Bishop Tran and Reformation Lutheran
would like to bring college-aged
theological students to America to
continue their education.
Because the Vietnamese
government keeps close track of

Christian activity, there are many
barriers to doing ministry in that
country. Although Bishop Tran and
Reformation Lutheran would like to
send an American delegation to
Vietnam to develop a ministry strategy
there, Bishop Tran himself is not able
to travel to Vietnam. Others, however,
would be able to go there to identify
and train Vietnamese pastors and to
develop long- and short-term mission
fields. One good possibility would be
to open an English-as-a-Second
Language (ESL) School in Ho Chi
Minh City (formerly Saigon), which
Bishop Tran feels would be able to pay
for itself soon.
To learn more about how you could
support this ministry through your
prayers and finances, please contact

Bishop Van Tran, leader of the
Vietnamese ministry at Reformation
Lutheran Church in Westminster, Calif.

Bishop Van Tran by email at
bishop.tran@gmail.com.

Attention ELCA members of Lutheran CORE:
Materials available for ELCA synod assemblies
It soon will be synod assembly season. Help us spread the word about Lutheran CORE!
Some synods may permit you to have a Lutheran CORE table, while others may permit Lutheran CORE materials
on congregational tables.
Contact our New Brighton office (888-551-7254) for:
 Lutheran CORE brochures
 Lutheran CORE buttons and pens
 Copies of the Word of Counsel on Nascent Life

Please indicate quantity and date needed, and help us be good stewards by ordering reasonable quantities.
You might also want to contact Sola Publishing (888-887-9840) for copies of their most recent catalogs.

“Mobilizing Confessing Lutherans for Evangelical Renewal”
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Superstorm Sandy recovery
Prayer, partnership and patience
St. Andrew By The Sea, a NALC
congregation in Atlantic City, N.J., not
only sits geographically centered in the
ongoing recovery from the Oct. 29 storm
but has taken a central role in the
organization and unfolding of the longterm rebuilding process. A founding
church of the Atlantic City Long Term
Recovery Group (ACLTRG), a non-profit
partnership of faith-based communities
and national community-based
volunteer groups, their lead pastor
serves as vice-chair of the organization.

Reluctance to self-disclose is
explained by veteran workers in many
ways—embarrassment at their inability to
care for themselves, feelings of being
overwhelmed and paralyzed by anxiety,
absence from their homes while still in
temporary housing, fear of immigration
issues if the government is involved, and,
ironically, the ongoing presence of
FEMA. In discussion with experts in the

Veteran relief workers from other
major U.S. natural disasters, as well as
FEMA and national relief agencies,
report the long-term rebuilding of
homes and communities post-disaster
happens essentially thanks to churches,
synagogues and mosques taking the
lead and caring for people. But almost
nothing can prepare a church for the
challenges and stress of long-term
recovery!
Pastor David McGettigan of St.
Andrew reports the two greatest
Student volunteers help with rebuilding and
challenges three months post-storm are
recovery efforts in Atlantic City, N.J., following
case management (identifying and
widespread destruction by Superstorm Sandy.
assessing the needs of residents) and
volunteer housing (sufficient clean, safe
field, “we are told to be patient. As soon
temporary housing for the volunteer
as FEMA leaves—currently scheduled for
groups who are pledging to come from
March—people will realize the federal
around the country). “We have a
government will not be directly involved
satisfactory early structure in place to
in their rebuilding, and the phones will
engage in construction; we have promises
start ringing,” Pastor McGettigan said.
of hundreds of volunteers beginning in
March with college spring breaks, and we
For volunteer housing in the busy
have early generous donations from
spring break month of March, barring
churches, but encouraging residents to ask
other options, St. Andrew By The Sea will
for help and reveal their needs, and
open its sanctuary and, if needed, its
finding places to house volunteers is
entire facility to house all the volunteers
agonizing,” he said.
necessary. For late spring and summer
when they expect 200+ volunteers a week
and have promised to assist with

volunteer housing with other damaged
communities in the area, the ACLTRG is
working with the city and school board of
Atlantic City to take over a closed school
building. Pastor McGettigan asks for
prayers that this would be possible.
Progress, however, is apparent. Last
Saturday about 100 volunteers organized
by the ACLTRG canvassed large portions
of the city door-to-door and have begun to
bring residents in need to the Long
Term Recovery Center. Besides two
homes St. Andrew Church is working
on personally, the NALC effort has
taken responsibility this week for three
additional homes screened and
assigned by the ACLTRG. As work
begins more detail will follow, but
basically these are elderly folks who
have a small apartment in the first level
of their own home, which provides
meager additional income and houses
other needy members of the
community. Because this is considered
a “business,” they qualify for much
less government assistance.
As March unfolds, St. Andrew and
NALC Disaster Relief will take
responsibility for additional homes that
might otherwise go unserved without
insurance or personal means to rebuild.
“Thank you for your partnership, keep
us in your prayers, and most of all be
patient as we seek to allocate NALC and
other congregational financial gifts and
volunteer efforts in the wisest and most
efficient manner to those who have the
most need. And a final word of thanks for
the ongoing financial support NALC
Disaster Relief has received from our
generous congregations,” Pastor
McGettigan said.
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Nominal Protestantism: Is your congregation
part of the problem?
In my last column I speculated as to
whether we are witnessing the end of
nominal Protestantism in contemporary
North American culture. But here is an
interesting question: What does nominal
Protestantism look like in a local
congregation? And how would you
know whether your congregation
qualifies as an example of nominal
Protestantism? In other words, has your
church—perhaps inadvertently—
become the kind of congregation that
presents Christianity in a way that fails
to advocate for the biblical vision of
faithful discipleship?

Has your church—
perhaps inadvertently—
become the kind of
congregation that
presents Christianity in
a way that fails to
advocate for the
biblical vision of
faithful discipleship?
A disclaimer before I get into some
of the possible clues that characterize
nominal Protestantism: Just about every
congregation has “watered down” the
Gospel to some degree. Parish pastors
and lay leaders often end up
compromising the Gospel for a variety
of reasons. For example, the statement
“there are bills to pay” is a commonly
heard refrain when new ministry

Pursuing Great
Commission
Evangelism
in Your
Congregation
initiatives involve too much risk. As a
result, we often tread lightly when there
is danger of antagonizing our more
faithful and generous members. Or, in
pursuit of the unchurched, we’ve
perhaps convinced ourselves that we
need to be so “seeker sensitive” that our
presentation of the Gospel becomes a
pale reflection of the real thing. So,
nominal Protestantism is an ongoing
challenge for all of us.
Consider whether any of these more
common characteristics of nominal
Protestantism on a congregational basis
apply to your congregation’s ministry.

Just about every
congregation has
“watered down” the
Gospel to some degree.

Nominal Protestant churches tend
to emphasize formal membership
more than discipleship. This can
manifest itself in your established
process for receiving new members.
Has your new-member orientation
become so streamlined and simplified
that you are modeling nominal
membership, not committed
discipleship? This can be reflected in
the length of the process you require to
join, the content of your instruction,
and the expectations you have for your
new members.
Another indication of nominal
Protestantism is when congregational
life is dominated and controlled by
the pastor(s). The more top-down and
hierarchical your ministry leadership,
the less likely you encourage lay
leaders. Your people are not fooled.
They understand that pastors who
function as gatekeepers are typically
exhibiting their own personal
insecurities. Gatekeepers are easily
threatened by the gifts and abilities of
their constituents. The result is that the
work of the Holy Spirit is compromised.
Nominal Protestant congregations
are less likely to acknowledge and
celebrate the gifts and abilities of
individuals in their midst. Clues to
this might include the absence of lay
people in worship leadership, very few
(if any) lay-led small groups, and the
absence of occasions when lay leaders
are publicly called and commissioned to
lead specific ministries.

(Continued on page 10)
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Nominal Protestantism
(Continued from page 9)
Nominal Protestant churches are
more likely to stress their parochial,
denominational heritage than their
mandate, as a part of the Body of
Christ, to reach out to all nonbelievers. We live in a time when
denominational distinctions strike
increasing numbers of believers and
nonbelievers alike as, at best, dated and
at worst, irrelevant. While our Lutheran
teaching and heritage are an important
part of disciple-making, our more public
outreach to the unchurched needs to
focus on our Christian identity more
than our denominational heritage. I
realize there are some communities in
North America where denominational
distinctions still matter. However, these
communities are becoming rare. Both
the rise of secularism and the growth in
the number of independent, nondenominational congregations have
contributed to this trend. We might not
be happy about this development, but
we dare not ignore it.
Nominal congregations often deemphasize the importance of Biblebased financial stewardship. One of
the greatest heresies of our culture is
consumer-oriented materialism. When
we present Christian stewardship as

When outreach is a
congregation’s
passion, it should
typically be its top
priority when it comes
to congregational
planning.

something involving our spare change or
our discretionary spending, we are
neglecting an important aspect of
Christ’s public teaching. Nominal
congregations sometimes sound almost
apologetic when they raise the issue of
biblical stewardship.
Finally, nominal Protestant
congregations fail to give proper
emphasis to the Great Commission.
This is so much more than delegating
evangelism to one of your standing
committees or mentioning it in your
congregation’s mission statement. This
is about outreach being your ongoing
passion as a faith community. It means
talking about it in sermons and groups,
offering events that involve your
surrounding community, regularly
encouraging members to invite friends
and acquaintances, giving attention to
your Sunday hospitality ministry, and
doing all you can, when it comes to
worship content, to make your services
participatory for first-time visitors.
Something else: When outreach is a
congregation’s passion it should
typically be its top priority when it
comes to congregational planning.
The dichotomy between
congregational “maintenance” and a
congregation’s “mission” has become
something of a cliché over the last
twenty years. But it’s still a relevant test
when it comes to your congregation’s
ministry priorities. Making mission your
over-riding priority is not without shortterm risk. Some of your more nominal
members might object. However,
consider the far greater price we pay
long term when we abandon the more
demanding aspects of Christian mission
and discipleship.

The good news is that
we now have the
opportunity as
congregations to
pursue more
authentic, biblical and
radical mission
strategies.
Living in the Pacific Northwest has
perhaps skewed my perception. But in
this part of North America the
distinction between the sacred and the
secular has become incredibly stark.
Churchgoers in my community are
becoming increasingly aware of their
minority status as people who still have
ties to (dare I say it?) “organized
religion.” I look back on my early
years in ministry, when millions of
nesting-stage Baby Boomers were
coming back to church “for the sake of
their children,” and now realize I was
experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime
anomaly. It was nothing more than a
brief delay in our society’s steady
movement toward an increasingly
secular worldview. However, the good
news is that we now have the
opportunity as congregations to pursue
more authentic, biblical and radical
mission strategies. We can celebrate
the beginning of the end for nominal
Protestantism and, without apology,
become witnesses to the transforming
power of Christ’s love.

Pr. Brandt welcomes comments
and questions. Contact him at
donb@oursaviorssalem.org
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Upcoming events
April 8-11, 2013

Canmore, Alberta
Canada

“Braaten and Jenson Uncorked!” presented by the Canadian Theological
Conference at the Canmore Radisson. More information and registration
available by emailing Pr. Phil Gagnon or calling 780-458-6012. Reserve a
room at 1-800-967-9033, promo code CANROC.

April 12-13, 2013

Export, Pennsylvania

“Transforming Congregations through Discipleship: A Discipleship and
Evangelization Event” featuring Rev. Dr. Michael W. Foss, at Emmanuel
Lutheran Church. Contact Pr. Mark Werner, (724-423-2590).

April 14-16, 2013

Birmingham, Alabama

LCMC Ministry Board leadership conference for pastors and congregational
leaders at Christ the King Lutheran Church, Birmingham, Alabama. The theme
of this year's conference is “Navigating Mission in a World of Change.”

New Hope, Minnesota

“Forde Fest 4: The Canon of Scripture—A Guide for the Perplexed.”
CrossAlone District LCMC is sponsoring this conference on Gerhard Forde, a
famous theologian and professor of church history at Luther Seminary, from
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM at Holy Nativity Lutheran Church, 3900 Winnetka Ave
N. To register contact Stew Carlson (651-207-3939), Brad Jenson (218-6252430), or Meg Madson (763-475-0577)

Baltimore, Maryland

“Heaven, Hell,… and Purgatory?” Pro Ecclesia Conference sponsored by the
Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology on the campus of Loyola
University, Baltimore. Register online, print a mail-in registration form, or get
more information. You can also contact Michael Root (202-680-9979) if you
have additional questions.

June 27-30, 2013

St. Louis, Missouri

IMPACT National Lutheran Youth Event sponsored by Youth Encounter for
high school students that have completed grades 8-12. Youth will experience
worship, small groups on life topics, and serving together as they engage in
Christian fellowship. Additional information available on the Youth Encounter
website or by calling 1-800-659-6884.

August 6-7, 2013

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Lutheran CORE Convocation and the CORE/NALC Theological Conference
on “Being the Church in these Precarious Times.” More information will be
forthcoming.

August 8-9, 2013

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

North American Lutheran Church (NALC) Convocation. More information
will be forthcoming.

April 29, 2013

June 10-12, 2013
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